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Arab historians ; and thanks to their works we now have fresh
data regarding a number of Gaonim and other prominent Baghdad
Jews of the period. Thus we learn of the following Baghdad
Gaonim, who possessed the title " Ra's Mathlbat alyanud " (^1 ^
 1.	Daniyal b. al-*Azar b. BQbatallah
 2.	Hibatallah b.  Abi'r-Rabf
 3.	Abu'l Fath Ishaq b. ash-Shuwaikh
 4.	Daniyal b.  Shamu'il b.  Abi'r-Rabr
 5.	*]Bli   b.   Zakhariyya
Also of the following outstanding Baghdad Jews : —
 6.	Abu Tahir b. Shibr and his son Abu Ghalib
 7.	Ibn  Karam
 8.	*Izz  ad-Daula   b.   Kammuna.
The information to be found in the Arabic sources regarding
these persons is all the more important for Jewish historical
study because Hebrew sources for this period are exceptionally
scanty. Almost all our information goes back to the Hebrew
Diwan of ETazar b. Ya'qob Hababli,2 which was first used by
S. Poznanski in his work on the Babylonian Gaonim and for the
earlier period, to the Iggroth of Rabbi Samuel b. *Ali. It is
only natural that with such paucity of Hebrew material a number
of problems regarding this scarcely investigated century of Jewish
history have had to remain unanswered. Even though the new
Arabic material does not answer all questions, it permits us to
fill up numerous gaps in our knowledge in many points clarifying
1	This expression occurs in Ibn as-S&'i on pp. 266-9, 2S3 ;   in Ibn al~
Fuwafi on pp. 13, 218, 224, 248.   The editors of these chronicles suggested
various emendations of that expression, the meaning of which was not clear
to them.
2	This Drwan was brought from Aleppo to Europe in 1898 by Elkan
Nathan Adler.   The  author lived between  1195  and 1250 in Baghdad,
where he seems to have been the domestic poet of leading Jewish circlee.
Since he makes the concrete causes of the composition of his poems clear
in both the superscriptions and the tests of his verses, mentioning the names
of the people concerning or for 'whom he wrote by name and titles, his
Diwan, quite apart from its poetic value, is a true historic storehouse.
Jewish scholars like Brady, Davidson, Poznanski, and Maim, have published
sections of this Diwan. The entire Diwan has just been issued by H- Brody,
Jerusalem, 1936.

